THE GREAT AMERICAN ECLIPSE
The Great American Total Solar Eclipse darkens the skies all the way from Oregon to South Carolina on August 23, 2017. The expanse of the shadow along a stretch of land is about 70 miles wide. The eclipse has a magnitude of 1.0306 and is visible along the narrow corridor through the heartland of the United States as if it is
‘dividing’ it in half. The Longest Duration of ‘Totality’ will be 2 minutes 41.6 seconds at the map coordinates of 37°35′0″N 89°7′0″W. This point is in the Shawnee National Forest just south of Carbondale, Illinois. The Greatest Extent or Maximum is at the map coordinates of 36°58′0″N 87°40′18″W. This point is near Cerulean, Kentucky
between Hopkinsville and Princeton, Kentucky. Interestingly, out of all the major metropolitan cities, Nashville will be the one where people will be able to see the eclipse the longest. In a prior study entitled, The United States of ISIS, the study suggested that the total solar eclipse of August 21, 2017 relates in some way to the replica
Temple of Ephesus and the powers that the goddess it houses represents. In the ancient world, Ephesus was where the 1st Church of the book of Revelation wherein a resurrected Jesus addressed its condition, spiritually and prescribes a remedy for the prognoses.

TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE

However, the August 2017 event is the first one whose totality path lies completely within the United
States since 1776, the founding of the American Republic; some 241 years or at the eve of the 242nd
year. The starting point is on the waterfront at Government Point, Oregon, at 10:15:56.5 a.m. PDT.
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The center line’s last contact with the U.S. occurs at the Atlantic Ocean’s edge just southeast of Key
Bay, South Carolina. The center line of the solar eclipse crosses through 10 states. If one does a study
of the Biblical significance of this possible numerical inference, the number 10 occurs 242 times.

The number 10 has connotation of a sacrifice as the Passover Lamb was selected for
slaughter on the 10th day of Nisan. The
10th day of the 7th month in the Jewish
calendar is Yom Kippur. Lastly, the 10
generation since Adam was Noah and
perhaps such an association could see the
‘World Order’ transference on such a year.
Many Bible prophecy student as if whether
the USA is in the Last Days.
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The New Moon that will cause the total solar eclipse will be a Black Moon. These Black
Moons are a rarer and occur about once every 33 months. In certain forms of Pagan
religions such believe that certain actions become more potent when performed on the
night of a Black Moon.
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The number 10 according to BibleStudy.org, signifies testimony, law, responsibility and
the completeness of order. Ten therefore represents man's responsibility to keep the
commandments of YHVH, which the USA as a divided nation has not at this stage of its
final ‘division’.

Moreover, the Leo constellation has the Royal Star of the
known Cosmos, that of Regulus which conjoins the total
solar eclipse at this time. It is also exactly 1 month away
from the astronomically alignment of the Great Sign of
Virgo of the book of Revelation 12.
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Those that study a measure of astronomy and Biblical
prophecy will early-on realize that Leo specifically pertains
the Redeemer, the Conquering Lion of the Tribe of Judah.
Leo is the type of Christ that was promised, came and will
again. It is also the end of the Mazzaroth or Zodiac as Virgo
is the commencement of it.
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The next total solar eclipse over the
continental U.S. occurs on April 8, 2024.
What is unique about this subsequent
one is that it will mark an ‘X’ in the
‘heart’ of the USA. Oddly enough in
once recognized the occult numerology,
the duration of totality lasts at least 3
minutes and 22 seconds on the east
coast of Maine.
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Could this 1776 benchmark and Biblical
meaning have a possible inferred that with
the dividing of the USA, it will have been
completed and the ‘Order’, that of the New
World Order is to subsequently begin as a
result? Why a ‘division’ would possibly be
signified by such an eclipse? Many are
convinced that the Luciferian axiom of
‘Divide and Conquer’ of America occurred
specifically with 9-11. Another possible
implication could be how subsequently the
Luciferians that rule and run the USA used
the national-politique to attempt to divide
Israel. It is rather ominous that the total
solar eclipse that has not occurred ‘sea to
shining’ sea since 1776 is accented in the
constellation of Leo.
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This is the infamous 322 Skull and Bones Secret Society brand. It will also stretch
to 4 minutes and 27 seconds in southwestern Texas. The August 23, 2017 marks
the first time in 99 years that such an eclipse occurs of this nature.

